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EDITOR’S DESK

t
Navigate a Cloudy Landscape
Cloud computing removes data from the purview of your
security analysts and network perimeter. How do you keep 
a grip on critical assets—and yourself?  BY MICHAEL S. MIMOSO

THE CLOUD—this nebulous, flexible, elastic computing platform that’s supposed to save
your company big bucks and make your life oh-so simple—ain’t so simple. Is it?

Chances are, your organization is probably knee deep in some kind of cloud computing.
Chances are, your messaging security needs are taken care of by some SaaS provider. And
chances are, that’s the simplest, most hassle-free thing you’re doing in the cloud. There’s
bound to be some developer you don’t know firing up some server on Amazon you don’t
know about and sending company data you don’t know about to the cloud. And some-
where in the C-Suite, there’s a CEO, CIO or C-Someone who wants to push more apps
and more development into the cloud because it’s going to help the bottom line. Cheap,
flexible, elastic—and scary. 

It’s scary because this neatly packaged
bundle of bits that you’re responsible for
keeping an eye on is suddenly out of sight.
Sure the network perimeter has crumbled,
but this is ridiculous. You want our company
to send PCI data where? And have who
manage it? There goes the last shred of
restful sleep you’ll ever have. Not only does
data sent to the cloud no longer live on the expensive Oracle database server inside your
data center, but it lives on a virtual machine inside some provider’s data center—and 10
minutes from now, it could be on another VM, in another state, maybe in another time
zone. And sure that SLA your company agreed to gives you some assurances of availability
and integrity, but you know if the fit hits the fan, the liability is yours and the questions
about what happened are going to land at your feet. Compliance mandates, my friends,
know no virtual boundaries. Ultimately, it’s your data and your mess to clean up.

Not to be all down on cloud, because cloud is cool. It is a model to aspire to. After all,
guys like Bruce Schneier have been saying for years that security should be part and parcel
of applications and services. You don’t buy a car without brakes installed. You expect quality
brakes, and you expect them to work. And nine out of 10 of us aren’t going to pull our
rotors off our axles when our brakes start to squeak. You’re going to look for an expert

It’s scary because this
neatly packaged bundle of
bits that you’re responsible
for keeping an eye on is
suddenly out of sight.
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who specializes in repairing brakes to make the squeaking stop. This analogy applies to
cloud. Focus on your core business, and offload what you can to outside help who can 
provide help at scale for a cheaper price.

That’s all and well and good when this
cloud thing is figured out. Until then, your
brakes are going to squeak and it’s you who
has to figure out when to replace the pads,
and when it’s time for an overhaul. Nothing
is settled, nothing is defined—at least not 
for the long haul. Heck, the infrastructure
providers like VMware and Citrix are still
fighting over who should be securing
cloud—security companies or them. In the
meantime, you have to figure out how to monitor data, encrypt it (and manage the keys),
keep tabs on who has access to it, and figure out how it impacts your compliance efforts.

Hopefully, this Essential Guide on Cloud and Virtualization Security can help. We’ve
enlisted some expert help to give topnotch advice on security around your organization’s
cloud computing efforts. I urge you to pass this guide around to your essential security 
analysts and managers; we cover the latest in data protection technology in the cloud, virtual
desktop security, preparing your network security for cloud computing and maintaining
visibility in virtual environments. Good luck.w

Michael S. Mimoso is Editorial Director of the Security Media Group at TechTarget. Send comments on this 
column to feedback@infosecuritymag.com. 

Heck, the infrastructure
providers like VMware
and Citrix are still 
fighting over who should
be securing cloud—
security companies 
or them.
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TREAD
CAREFULL

Capabilities such as encryption and 
DLP are immature in the cloud.  

BY DAVE SHACKLEFORD

Y

DECEMBER 2010, Honda experienced a data breach that affected
2.2 million customers. Names, email addresses, vehicle identi-
fication numbers (VINs) and credentials for a Honda portal
were stolen from a database. The database, however, was not

accessed within Honda’s infrastructure. This sensitive information was stolen from a
cloud-based marketing service provider that Honda did business with. 
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In June 2011, cloud storage provider Dropbox pushed a code change that eliminated the
password authentication system required to access users’ stored data, rendering any data
from any account accessible to anyone who wanted to access it. In addition, Dropbox
has been widely criticized for maintaining control of users’ encryption keys, potentially
making accounts and data susceptible to compromise should those keys fall into the
wrong hands. Amazon’s Simple Storage Service (S3) was recently found to be susceptible
to a basic HTTP-focused brute force attack that could expose customer’s data storage
accounts, as well.

As more systems, applications and data are moved into cloud provider environments,
these types of stories are likely to become more common. How can users and organiza-
tions keep their data safe when moving to a cloud provider environment? Find out as 
we cover the technologies and challenges you’ll encounter as your organization sends
and consumes data from the cloud and learn what you need to do to protect it. 

TECHNOLOGY CHALLENGES YOU NEED TO CONSIDER
Within virtualized environments, numerous virtual machines are housed on a single
physical system, a condition known as multitenancy. The hypervisor software is respon-
sible for maintaining segmentation and isolation between virtual machines. This can be
augmented with virtual network security and virtual security appliances or add-ons.
However, there are still challenges to traditional security best practices that stem from
multitenancy, including separation of duties and system segregation, among others. 
POLICY — Different virtual systems and data sets may have widely differing classifica-

tions and sensitivity levels. To ensure the proper security policy is applied to sensitive
data, systems and applications that store or process this data are often kept physically
separate from others. However, in a multitenant environment such as the cloud, this
may not be feasible. In addition, ensuring internal policies related to data handling and
access control may be difficult when migrating systems and applications to a cloud
provider. This can be a problem when integrating public cloud services to an existing
private cloud (a hybrid cloud scenario), as well as during a wholesale migration of data
and systems to a public cloud environment. 
ENCRYPTION — Encryption can be challenging to implement internally due to key

management and maintenance, performance issues, and access controls. Extending
internal encryption platforms and capabilities into the cloud can seem daunting at best.
For example, how will administrators manage encryption keys for data and systems in
the cloud? When encryption keys need to be generated or revoked, how can this easily
be accomplished for resources hosted elsewhere? Will cloud service providers (CSPs)
need access to keys, and what kinds of risk will this introduce? For hybrid clouds, 
handling encryption may be less of an issue, but moving to a public cloud may pose
significant challenges. 
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DLP — Data loss prevention (DLP) requires a number of distinct technologies and
processes to be effective. First, sensitive data needs to be fingerprinted so that DLP mon-
itoring tools can recognize the data based on string matching, file types and other attrib-
utes. Second, a centralized policy creation and implementation infrastructure needs to
be in place to push policy to DLP monitoring tools, and these monitoring tools need 
to be in place to inspect traffic on network segments and critical host systems. Finally,
quarantine and response measures should be implemented to take a variety of actions
when a potential policy violation is detected. Implementing this in virtualized environ-
ments may be problematic due to resource constraints that result from installation of
DLP software agents, or lack of virtualization integration options. Extending DLP to 
a CSP infrastructure may be difficult, especially in a multitenant environment where
granular data protection policies are not available.
MONITORING — Security monitoring techniques using intrusion detection, network

flow analysis tools, and host-based agents are common in internal data centers. However,
ensuring systems are properly monitored in the cloud is potentially a different story. In
many cases, cloud providers may not allow or support advanced monitoring technologies
or processes, although some may offer this as a service. 

ENCRYPTION IN THE CLOUD 
Fortunately, numerous data protection options are emerging for cloud environments.
The first is encryption, and a variety of new solutions and tools can help organizations
adequately control encryption keys, policies, and authentication and authorization
associated with data protection in cloud environments where data and systems are
dynamically migrated across platforms and even distinct data centers. For example,
Amazon Web Services (AWS) has a number of features that allow users to control
encryption keys and access methods. When new AWS user accounts are created, they
are provided an access key that allows RESTful and Query protocol requests to AWS
APIs. Users can also create X.509 certificates that provide SOAP access to Amazon
APIs, or a public-private key pair can be generated, with only the user retaining the
private key (as in all asymmetric cryptosystems). Certificates and access keys can be
rotated easily, and multiple keys and certificates can be used concurrently to access
AWS accounts. 

In private cloud and infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) provider environments, there
are several options for encrypting data that minimize the need to redesign applications
and re-architect system and network design. These include the following:
• Volume-based encryption:While storage volumes are unmounted or offline (as

backups, for example), data is encrypted and unreadable without explicit access using
encryption keys. However, when cloud data volumes are online, any authenticated user
can access data on the volume. This may be highly impractical in a multitenant environ-
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ment unless providers manage access to volumes per cloud instance. In most provider
environments, managing storage volume security options will be a significant amount
of work, because each customer would need specific encryption options, availability 
scenarios and access types.
• Application-specific encryption: Custom applications may include encryption with

keys and certificates, and this is often incumbent on the developers to ensure key porta-
bility and encryption continuity is maintained when applications are moved to a cloud
provider environment. In platform-as-a-service (PaaS) environments, encryption APIs
may be made available. In Microsoft Azure, for example, the SDK for developers exposes
all common hashing functions such as MD5 and SHA1, as well as major .NET encryption
libraries and capabilities. However, SQL Azure does not have significant encryption
support, which may be a severe limitation to developers looking to leverage cloud-
based database services in conjunction with Azure-hosted applications. 
• File encryption: File encryption is likely

the most flexible type of encryption for us
within virtualized and cloud environments.
Encryption is applied at the source, and man-
aged by customers or third-party providers 
that act as “proxies” for key management and
encryption policy application. Examples of
cloud-based key management providers
include Voltage Security and Trend Micro.

In addition to the built-in capabilities
providers offer, a number of vendors offer 
products that may simplify cloud-based data
encryption or protection of virtual machines. 

High Cloud Security is one company offer-
ing policy-based encryption for entire virtual
machines, and the VMs stay encrypted when moved throughout a cloud provider’s envi-
ronment. All key management and role-based access is defined locally before moving to
the cloud, greatly simplifying the ability to migrate VMs without checking compatibility
requirements in the CSP infrastructure. Additional cloud-focused encryption providers
include CipherCloud and Vormetric. CipherCloud provides a virtual appliance called the
CipherCloud Security Gateway that natively integrates with cloud services such as Sales-
force.com and Google Apps. This appliance can provide encryption, key management,
tokenization, and user monitoring functionality, among other features. Vormetric, a
more traditional encryption solution provider, has adapted its enterprise encryption 
and key management platforms to extend this functionality into Amazon and other 
CSP environments. 

All key management
and role-based access
is defined locally
before moving to the
cloud, greatly simplify-
ing the ability to
migrate VMs without
checking compatibility
requirements in the
CSP infrastructure.
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INFORMATION LIFECYCLE IN THE CLOUD
Another critical element of data protection in the cloud involves the data lifecycle.
Whether encrypted, customers should have a clearly defined data lifecycle, and also
ensure that CSPs can maintain and support this, especially in the case of a business 
failure or other critical situation that could expose sensitive information. A reasonable
lifecycle approach should include the following:
• Retention: CSPs should state how long they retain data that relates to customer

instances and applications. In many cases, this may be log data or other related informa-
tion that potentially contains sensitive details about customer activities. 
• Disposal: Under what circumstances do CSPs dispose of customer data? If the CSP

goes out of business, or some other unusual scenario comes to fruition, contractual
language should protect the customer by stating that CSPs will dispose of data in a
secure manner. This may consist of destroying physical drives or using degaussing 
or disk wiping software.
• Classification: Data classification can be simple to define, yet challenging to imple-

ment. For sensitive data within a cloud environment, organizations may want to ensure
the data is appropriately segmented by using dedicated hypervisor platforms or systems
versus traditional multitenant scenarios. Most providers offer virtual private clouds or
standalone cloud servers for an additional cost, and this may be the best option for
highly sensitive data. 

DLP IN THE CLOUD
Data loss prevention (DLP) is another common data protection technology that may
require adaptation for virtualized and cloud environments. Following are several key
considerations related to cloud DLP:
• Policy and monitoring:Host- and network-based DLP products need to fingerprint

sensitive data before they’ll be capable of detecting and preventing potential breaches.
For customers who employ host-based DLP agents, software agents with a pre-existing
policy can run on virtual machines in the cloud as long as the agent can communicate
with policy and alerting systems. Network-based DLP may not translate effectively to a
public cloud in any sense, as any monitoring tools in a CSP environment would need to
be tuned to each customer’s data types and usage patterns. In a private cloud, and poten-
tially in a hybrid cloud, DLP policies and monitoring can likely operate normally, as long
as the DLP technology is compatible with the virtualization platforms in use. Most major
DLP product vendors, including McAfee and Symantec, support DLP agents on virtual
machines. Network monitoring may require some architecture re-design, however, to
ensure traffic from virtual switches is supported. Some providers such as Trend Micro and
Palisade Systems offer DLP virtual appliances that can integrate into virtualized networks. 
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• Incident detection and management: One challenge with cloud-based DLP is the
need to tightly integrate into an incident response program. Many CSPs do not provide
in-house incident response services for customers, and others may not be able to 
adequately support event notification SLAs that trigger customer’s incident response
programs internally. This means that any DLP detection or prevention actions taken
in the cloud, most likely from a software agent on IaaS-hosted virtual machines, may
not quickly lead to investigations from either CSP or customer IR teams. 
• Provider DLP Controls: New technologies such as Websense Cloud DLP are attempt-

ing to integrate traditional DLP policies and monitoring with SaaS cloud solutions such
as Salesforce.com, as well as PaaS and IaaS cloud options such as Azure and Amazon
AWS. Cloud-based security service providers like Zscaler are offering DLP services 
specific to their hosted email and Web analysis services, which may be a good option 
for customers looking to outsource DLP entirely. Unfortunately, major CSPs do not
offer robust DLP options that are the equivalent of customers’ in-house DLP today.
Another point to consider is the internal CSP controls (including DLP), given the
potential access to customer data and systems by CSP staff. For this, look to a CSP’s
SAS 70 or SSAE 16 report on internal controls to ensure DLP or other protective tech-
nologies are in place internally at the CSP. 

OTHER DATA PROTECTION CONSIDERATIONS
In addition to DLP and encryption, there are a number of other virtualization security
tools and controls that can be implemented to help with data protection. These include
virtual protection appliances such as Juniper’s vGW series (which provides virtual fire-
wall, intrusion detection and prevention, and policy-based virtualization isolation) and
HyTrust’s security appliance that enables control and audit over administration of the
entire virtualization infrastructure with a focus on policy and compliance. Numerous
security configuration guides, such as those from VMware, Microsoft, Center for Inter-
net Security (CIS), and Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA), can be leveraged
to lock down virtualized components. 

Many CSPs also offer numerous data protection tools and services that may be of
interest. For example, Terremark (a Verizon company) offers managed IDS/IPS, firewall
and application firewall, log aggregation and analysis, and incident response services.
Akamai offers cloud-based DDoS and Web application firewall services, among others.
Even Amazon has some basic firewall and access controls for users built in, although
these capabilities are limited and should ideally be augmented with other security 
products and services. 

The state of data protection capabilities in cloud environments is still somewhat
immature. Most enterprise DLP products support virtualization technology to some
extent, but this does not mean that these virtualized systems and applications can be



easily extended into hybrid and public clouds without losing data protection capabilities.
New services are emerging that can help to protect data in SaaS and PaaS provider 
environments, although these are currently somewhat limited to email and Web traffic.
Encryption is a more reasonable option for many to secure data in the cloud, with vary-
ing degrees of support from CSPs and numerous implementation methods ranging
from encryption of entire virtual machines to file and folder encryption and application-
specific encryption in VMs and SaaS and PaaS environments. As more organizations 
consider migrating data and applications to cloud providers, CSPs will need to enable
broader support for encryption and DLP technologies. This will allow customers to
ensure strong data protection controls are in place wherever their data is.w

Dave Shackleford is the founder and principal consultant with Voodoo Security, as well as a SANS analyst,
instructor, and course author and GIAC technical director.
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Desktop DMZ

Virtual desktop security enhances 
compliance, data protection and 
malware protection. BY ERIC OGREN

ORGANIZATIONS ARE EMBRACING virtual desktop infrastructures (VDI) with the expecta-
tion of persistent security enhancements and reduced desktop operating costs across
the enterprise. This strong coupling between desktop security and IT operations (see
chart, “Top Business Drivers for VDI”, p. xx) backs up the thinking among early VDI
adopters that centrally controlled desktop configurations are more resistant to malware
and keeping regulated data off of distributed physical desktops reduces the business
risk of a data loss incident. However, realizing these security benefits requires more
than simply recreating traditional security in a virtual world; it requires a practical
approach to inevitable breaches of desktop security.

VDI SECURITY



While defense-in-depth prevention is still critically important to the business, a
VDI-based approach favors active strategies for continuous malware resistance and
compliance, data protection and incident response. These approaches are based on 
the following desktop security observations:

• It is inevitable that desktops will be breached in the coming year. The traditional
approach to desktop security is to build a compliant desktop image and then deploy 
layers of security software to protect that image. However, experience shows that desk-
top applications are commonly breached and the VDI-based approach starts with the
assumption some desktops in the network are already infected.

• It is very difficult to determine how long a desktop has been breached to gauge the
exposure of regulated data. Once a traditional desktop breach has been detected, security
teams embark on a labor-intensive investigation and recovery process. VDI offers security
teams an automated mechanism for responding to security incidents that is focused on
restoring business productivity.

• The cost of continuous endpoint management is increasing, particularly with 
the increase in hard to maintain remote devices. While automated patch and software
upgrade products have helped to reduce the time a vulnerability can be exploited, it
remains costly to maintain a compliant infrastructure—and the problem gets worse as
business complexity scales. Virtual desktops can always be reached for software mainte-
nance activities such as patches, upgrades, and removal of unsupported software.
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Top business drivers for VDI



Security executives apply lessons learned from deploying virtual applications in 
the data center to solve desktop security problems and gain cost-saving efficiencies 
in continuous desktop compliance management. Improved security is consistently 
the primary business driver for virtual desktop infrastructures (VDI) for most organi-
zations, followed by ease of management, enable strategic cloud initiatives, and enhance
remote access - especially via non-Windows devices such as tablets and smartphones.
VDI not only saves significant operational expenses, increases resistance to advanced
persistent threats, and removes obstacles towards increased use of the cloud, but it
enables security executives to promote active desktop security strategies including:

• Streamline a continuous desktop management security strategy.Maintaining a malware-
resistant infrastructure is costly and time-consuming. Security executives are using 
VDI to fundamentally change approaches to software installation, patching and
upgrades, fault detection, removal of unsupported software, and service desk activities.
Security teams can deliver a more secure environment to the business while controlling
operating costs.

• Implement an automated data protection strategy. While the business requires the sharing
of sensitive information, the loss of regulated data can result in costly and disruptive
public disclosure events. Security teams that cannot practically enforce data protection
policies on all physical endpoints are evaluating VDI to maintain visibility and control
of critical data by restricting operations on that data to the protected data center.

• Instill an active incident response strategy. Desktop infections and intrusions are
inevitable - browsers in desktop virtual machines are be infected with malware just as
easily as browsers operating in traditional physical machines. Security executives realize
the potential of virtual desktop infrastructures to reduce the risk of serious security
incidents by automating the return of desktop configurations to compliant states and
using cloud-based services for high availability of desktops.

Traditionally security executives focus on strategies for protecting desktops from 
malware and networks from intruders. The challenges today are to evolve the reactive
device-centric approach with active strategies for protecting data and users. The opportu-
nities to drive security benefits through desktop virtualization are compelling, including
the sophisticated evolution of incident response strategies, data protection approaches,
and streamlined maintenance of compliant desktops.

STREAMLINE A CONTINUOUS DESKTOP 
MANAGEMENT SECURITY STRATEGY
Security executives cannot control when or where malware will strike, but they can con-
trol endpoint software configurations to keep the infrastructure compliant with security
policies and as resistant as possible to infection. This is reflected in many of the security
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performance metrics that
organizations use to drive
security operations, such as
the time required to patch a
critical vulnerability in a per-
centage of corporate desktops,
the number of calls to the
service desk due to non-com-
pliant endpoints (including
disabled security software),
the rate of discovery for criti-
cal vulnerabilities, the number
of PC refreshes (with loss of
user productivity) necessary
to recover from a malware
incident, and the total cost of
security per desktop. However,
it is becoming increasingly
difficult in a physical desktop
environment for security to
improve on these performance metrics since desktops can be powered down or discon-
nected from the network—there will always be endpoints that remain un-patched or
desktop applications that have not been upgraded. The chart, (above) based on Qualys’
Laws of Vulnerabilities in 2010, illustrates how long it takes to even approach 100% cov-
erage of a critical software patch. In fact, 100% completion is often unattainable as there
are desktops unavailable for extended periods of time.

A strategy toward a malware-resistant compliant infrastructure relies upon virtual
desktops to simplify desktop management, reducing the risk of security incidents and
returning operating costs to the business. VDI has the attractive properties of creating
virtual desktops from centralized images where it is easier for security operations to
maintain compliant desktop configurations and to ensure that users operate under the
most recent versions of authorized software. The ability to provision new desktops from
pristine images, and to automatically re-provision desktops when users logout gives
security executives the chance to evolve towards the next generation infrastructure.

• Centralized provisioning allows security to create virtual desktops from authorized
images. Instead of chasing and assessing distributed endpoints, security operations in 
a next generation approach only have to patch, upgrade, and check vulnerabilities of
desktop applications on the centralized servers. This has the potential to significantly
improve security performance metrics, including those for patch coverage and time 
to remove critical desktop vulnerabilities. 
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• Once security has built a compliant desktop, terminating idle virtual desktops 
during off hours and re-provisioning automates the delivery of compliant desktops to
the user, effectively reducing the possibility of desktops drifting out of compliance. This
not only allows IT to easily deploy new software agents, replace software that is not easily
patched such as obsolete versions of Adobe, Java, or custom built applications, but it
also means that malware is less likely to persist on the desktop because the malware 
disappears when the virtual desktop is terminated. Organizations that allow virtual
desktops to persist on the server are losing one of the key benefits of VDI.

• Security software can be shifted from individual desktops to become a shared
resource on the virtual server. For example, antivirus that is designed for VDI shares 
signature pattern files and coordinates system scans across all virtual desktops resident
on the server; transparent disk encryption can be enabled for sensitive data; virtual
patching allows security to plug a critical vulnerability at low levels in the server without
disrupting users’ desktops; high performance application whitelisting is being utilized 
to ensure the integrity of the virtual desktop. This approach reduces the complexity and
costs of managing desktop security—and antivirus will always be active with the most
up-to-date patterns.

• User virtualization technology removes user preferences from the desktop allow-
ing users to move freely between virtual desktops, remote desktops, and mobile devices
and tablets. As organizations evolve from physical to virtual desktop infrastructures,
user virtualization can provide the consistent look and feel across devices to increase
user satisfaction and increase the chances of a successful VDI roll-out. 

The operational cost savings of a virtual desktop infrastructure can be significant.
For example, Ogren Group research finds that t is not uncommon for roughly 1% of
corporate desktops to require service each month from normal operations. Reducing
that percentage, and reducing the costs of a desktop refresh, with a continuous desktop
management strategy based on VDI  promises to sharply reduce this operating expense
and increase user productivity. Security teams are hitting the limits of improving key
security performance metrics with physical infrastructures where each distributed desk-
top needs to be accessible. The next generation approach that is based on virtual desk-
top infrastructures promises to reduce the burdens of securing endpoints and delivering
a compliant desktop infrastructure to the business.

IMPLEMENT AN AUTOMATED DATA PROTECTION STRATEGY
Modern attackers are much more interested in avoiding discovery and stealing intellectual
property than they are in damaging infected desktops. Security executives are responding
to this trend by prioritizing data protection strategies along with creating a cost effective
automated desktop management infrastructure and an active incident response strategy.
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Virtual desktops allow security teams to more tightly control regulated data, and to
respond to security incidents with actions including:

• Simplify data leakage prevention, DLP, strategies by restricting sensitive data to the
data center with virtual desktops. Since the data never leaves the data center, not only is
there less risk of costly disclosure incidents due to data loss, there is also less demand to
purchase and administer device control and DLP software on desktops. 

• Sensitive data can be transparently encrypted, and data center resources can be
used for automatic backup and recovery of desktop data. The separation of data from
the physical constructs of the PC also allows security executives to evaluate the cost
savings of cloud-based storage. 

• Just as a single copy of antivirus can
serve all virtual desktops hosted on a server,
for protecting data a single copy of a data
loss protection (DLP) product can block
sensitive data from flowing to unauthorized
locations. DLP can be expensive to operate,
partly because it must reside on each indi-
vidual PC to offer effective corporate cover-
age. Security teams are working with DLP
vendors to reduce administration overhead
by integrating DLP with servers hosting 
virtual desktops.

The costs of compliance reporting are greatly driven by the number of security prod-
ucts that must be checked—the more software products the more time must be taken.
Using virtual desktops to reduce the number of individual agents is reducing the cost 
of security, while protecting critical corporate information.

INSTILL AN ACTIVE INCIDENT RESPONSE STRATEGY 
Unfortunately, it is not enough to operate a continuously compliant infrastructure that
offers enhanced security with reduced operating costs. Attacks will still infect browsers and
applications in virtual desktops just as they exploited vulnerabilities in physical desktops.
Being virtualized does not change that. However, with VDI security executives can estab-
lish a pragmatic incident response strategy that expedites mitigation actions, is less disrup-
tive to the users, and keeps the business running. Again, the keys are the ability of VDI to
automate the provisioning and termination of virtual desktops with capabilities such as:

• Isolate infected desktop VMs and easily block access to the network to reduce the
risk of data loss and a malware conflagration that runs throughout the company. While
it is very difficult to isolate a physical desktop, virtualization servers can rapidly isolate
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The costs of compliance
reporting are greatly
driven by the number of
security products that
must be checked—the
more software products
the more time must be
taken.



infected VMs in response to a security incident such as an unauthorized change to a
desktop virtual machine.

• Apply virtual patches by correcting network flows in the server before the traffic
reaches the virtual desktops. This allows security teams to implement a correction while
waiting for a released patch from the affected vendor. Protecting desktops with patches
on the virtual server allows security to shrink the window of vulnerability—the critical
time between discovery of a vulnerability and application of a released patch. 

• Disable access to the network and applications by simply terminating the user’s 
virtual desktop when the user leaves the company or security suspects an intrusion.
The termination action disconnects the user and removes any malware along with the
desktop VM.

• Reduce the costs of a disaster recovery plan by shifting virtual desktops to remote
data centers. Rather than purchasing extra hardware in stand-by data centers, business
continuity services maintain copies of the provisioning server to be able to recreate 
virtual desktops and reconnect users to the business.

Finding an effective incident response
strategy to minimize disrupting user produc-
tivity has bedeviled the security industry—
vendors and enterprises since the inception
of ‘scan and hope’ antivirus software. The
traditional approach of refreshing an infected
desktop is time consuming and costly. An
active and pragmatic incident response 
strategy automates the termination and 
re-construction of desktop VMs, flushes
malware before it can spread, and gives security teams the flexibility to leverage off-
premise services for disaster recovery.

Organizations are leveraging virtual desktop infrastructures to enhance security,
reduce operating costs, and pave the way for cloud-based computing. Security execu-
tives were tasked with protecting the business even while security for VDI was poorly
understood. However, security executives are now turning to VDI for security to drive
the costs out of desktop management and improve corporate resilience against attacks.
They are using the powers of virtualization to evolve towards a continuously compliant
desktop management infrastructure, establish a rational and active incident response
plan, and elevate the priority of protecting important information. Virtualization has
been a game-changer in the data center and the time is rapidly emerging where virtual-
ization will also be a game-changer for desktop security.w

Eric Ogren is founder and principal analyst of the Ogren Group, which provides industry analyst services for
vendors focusing on virtualization and security.
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Organizations are 
leveraging virtual 
desktop infrastructures
to enhance security,
reduce operating costs,
and pave the way for
cloud-based computing.
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NETWORK 
SECUR ITY

Look 
Before 

You Leap
An audit of network 

security is imperative 
before moving to the cloud.  

BY DAV ID NEWMAN

CLOUD COMPUTING PROMISES many benefits: It can reduce IT costs and downtime
while vastly increasing storage, mobility, and provisioning options. It’s also a potential
security nightmare: perimeters disappear; clients and servers move around at will; and
old models of access control, authentication, and auditing no longer apply.

All these challenges can be met, but any migration to the cloud requires careful
planning. Cloud computing fundamentally changes long-standing best practices in
network design, encryption and data loss prevention, access control, authentication,
and auditing and regulatory compliance. To prepare their network for the cloud,
organizations need to take stock of their infrastructure and adjust their practices and
processes accordingly. 
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START WITH THE PLUMBING 
A common misperception about cloud computing is that moving services to an off-site
provider will reduce bandwidth requirements. In fact, the reverse is often true: Cloud computing
can increase bandwidth requirements due to increased Internet connectivity. A move to cloud
computing also has implications for virtualization and the suitability of existing security infra-
structure and security policies.

To understand how cloud computing can radically shift network and security requirements,
consider a common hub-and-spoke network design (see Figure 1). Here, branch offices connect

with one or more enterprise
data centers where key appli-
cations reside. There’s a well-
defined perimeter to the 
public Internet, and the
bandwidth, latency, and
packet loss characteristics
between sites are easy to
measure.

In contrast, cloud com-
puting involves Internet con-
nectivity for every site in the
enterprise (see Figure 2).
Here, given that applications
now reside in the cloud, there
is no clearly defined perime-
ter. Further, the traffic char-
acteristics of every site’s
Internet connection may
affect application perform-
ance. As a result, some organ-
izations find a move to the
cloud results in increased
requirements for bandwidth
and security monitoring. 

Beyond basic network
characteristics, there’s also
the question of what kind of
traffic leaves the enterprise as
it moves to cloud computing.
Understanding what kind 
of traffic you have is just as
important as knowing how
much traffic you have. If net-

Internet

Figure 1

Internet
Cloud Provider

Figure 2
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work flow analysis—which uses existing flow-reporting tools in routers and some switches to
provide an in-depth view of application traffic—isn’t already deployed, this would be an excel-
lent time to consider implementing it. 

To be fair, this is an extreme, strawman example of cloud network design. Hybrid designs
are more likely, with branch-office Internet connectivity still channeled through one or more
internal data centers. Even so, cloud computing means key applications are reached via new
connections outside the enterprise. Testing the network characteristics of these new connections
is critical.

NETWORKING AND VIRTUALIZATION
Virtualization is a key enabling technology for cloud computing and data center consolidation.
Well before moving to the cloud, many enterprises have adopted virtual servers as a means of
saving on hardware, increasing uptime, or both. For these organizations, migrating a virtual
infrastructure to the cloud can have a significant impact on application performance.

Consider vMotion from VMware, which moves virtual machines (VMs) between host
servers with virtually no downtime perceived by users or applications. This is truly the “killer
app” for virtualization; network managers like vMotion because it’s such an easy, hitless way 
to move VMs around.

For all its benefits, though, implementing vMotion
into the cloud can affect application performance.
First, there’s the issue of bandwidth: vMotion requires
lots of it, and assumes a high-throughput, low-latency
network. It’s possible to use vMotion to move VMs
across slower wide-area network links, but not with its
zero-downtime benefit. This could be an issue when
using vMotion between an enterprise staging site and
the cloud provider, or even within the cloud provider’s
network if that encompasses multiple physical sites. Either way, if network managers want to
avoid VM downtime, ensuring close proximity of VMware hosts is a must. 

Second, vMotion generally requires source and destination VMware host servers to reside
within the same layer-2 network (that is, within the same broadcast domain). This isn’t a prob-
lem even in large data centers, which deliberately create very large broadcast domains to accom-
modate virtualization. However, it could be an issue in moving VMs across different IP subnets,
for example between an enterprise and the cloud provider. Suitability for vMotion should be a
part of any network design review. The same caveats apply for vApps, which does for applica-
tions what vMotion does for VMs. 

IMPACT ON SECURITY DEVICES
If Internet traffic increases with cloud computing, then so too will the load on security devices
such as firewalls, VPN concentrators, and IDS/IPS appliances. This has implications both for

It’s possible to use
vMotion to move VMs
across slower wide-
area network links, 
but not with its zero-
downtime benefit.
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pure performance and for security policy. The performance piece is simple: Increased Internet
connectivity means a heavier workload for security devices. It’s great to upgrade to, say, a 100-
Mbit/s Internet connection as part of the move to cloud computing,  but if existing security
devices are rated only to 10 Mbit/s, they will quickly become a bottleneck. 

Depending on security policy, a move to the cloud
may require enabling additional IDS/IPS signatures,
and this too can have a negative performance impact.
Network Test has conducted multiple performance
assessments of multifunction security devices where
forwarding rates drop by a factor of 20x or more when
IDS/IPS signatures are enabled. VPN devices such as
IPSec or SSL concentrators also can degrade through-
put and increase latency. 

Other policy issues to consider include interoper-
ability and changes to existing firewall rule sets. Cloud
providers have their own security devices, but long
experience with IPSec and SSL VPN  troubleshooting
suggests interoperability isn’t a given. Even though
both IPSec and SSL are based on open standards and may work flawlessly inside a multivendor
enterprise network, there’s no guarantee of interoperability with a cloud provider’s equipment.
Similarly, firewall and IDS/IPS rule sets will change as enterprises move more applications into
the cloud, possibly affecting other parts of the firewall rule set in unexpected ways.

Testing can help validate a move to the cloud, provided it’s done with a meaningful work-
load. When it comes to performance measurement, some security appliance vendors perform
tests using overly simple workloads. It’s possible, for example, to test a firewall the same way as
an Ethernet switch, and then only with large packets. However, this isn’t a very stressful load; it
will produce impressive numbers for a data sheet, but it’s not representative of enterprise traffic.

A better practice is to model the particular mix of applications that will reside in the cloud,
paying particular attention to transaction sizes, transaction durations, concurrent connection
counts, overall bandwidth utilization, and network characteristics such as latency, jitter, and
packet loss. With these key metrics in hand, it’s possible to craft a synthetic workload that will
yield meaningful predictions about security device performance for a given enterprise. 

ENCRYPTION AND DLP IMPLICATIONS
As noted, cloud computing changes or eliminates the concept of a perimeter, and that has
profound implications for encryption and data loss prevention (DLP).

Prior to cloud computing, network managers were mainly concerned with a single set of
encryption endpoints between customers and Internet-facing servers (see Figure 3). That
changes with cloud computing, where there are now three sets of encryption endpoints to con-
sider: from customer to Internet; within the cloud; and from cloud to enterprise (see Figure 4).
Encryption within the cloud may be necessary for regulatory compliance, or because a cloud

Depending on security
policy, a move to the
cloud may require
enabling additional
IDS/IPS signatures,
and this too can 
have a negative 
performance impact.

http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/magazineFeature/0,296894,sid14_gci1380361_mem1,00.html
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provider’s network may span multiple
physical locations.

There’s no one right approach to
where to apply encryption in the cloud
model. The simplest approach of
encrypting everything from end to end
sounds appealing, but also has the unin-
tended consequence of “blinding” some
key security and network management

tools such as application-aware firewalls and deep-packet inspection devices. Encryption
everywhere also can complicate DLP, where the imperative is to maintain visibility of where
data is sent and stored.

As usual, policy is the right place to begin in redesigning encryption and DLP for the cloud.
At a minimum, a cloud-aware security policy should specify that traffic never leaves the enter-
prise unencrypted. Security policies should be revised
to add requirements for detection of any breach of the
encryption policy, including within the cloud
provider’s network. 

Similarly, a cloud migration is an ideal time to
review policy as to permitted protocols. A revised
policy should banish, once and for all, insecure pro-
tocols such as FTP that allow cleartext transmission
of passwords and other sensitive data.  At the same
time, policy also should specify which users can
employ protocols that might leak data over encrypted
protocols such as SSH and Secure Copy (SCP).

A redesigned DLP infrastructure can actually help solve some encryption problems 
by automating many processes. For example, DLP systems can automatically encrypt files
attached to email  and monitor traffic for files sent outside the enterprise using email or
instant messaging. File-level encryption is also an option.

One final question to consider is whether the existing encryption and DLP infrastructure is
adequate for cloud computing. Even if no upgrade to encryption and DLP is deemed necessary,

network managers
should consider how to
implement these serv-
ices within the cloud:
As VM versions of
existing appliances, 
as hardware devices
between VMs and 
the network, or some 
combination of these.
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A revised policy should
banish, once and for
all, insecure protocols
such as FTP that allow
cleartext transmission
of passwords and
other sensitive data.

http://itknowledgeexchange.techtarget.com/network-technologies/what-is-secure-copy-scp
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/sDefinition/0,,sid14_gci214091,00.html
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A DIFFERENT ACCESS CONTROL MODEL
Cloud computing also changes long-standing concepts about access control. Historically, enter-
prises have used IP-centric access control models, where rules were based on criteria such as
source and destination subnet addresses. That doesn’t make much sense in a cloud context,
where users can connect from anywhere, on any device, and where servers may be cloned or
move around within the cloud.

Cloud computing changes access control from an
IP-based to a user-based model. Essentially, cloud
computing adopts the network access control (NAC)
credo that who you are governs what resources you
can reach. Because both clients and servers can be
mobile in cloud computing, a dynamic approach to
security policy is needed. Access control in the cloud
should follow the NAC model of applying rules
dynamically, in real time, as endpoints appear on the
network. This approach is equally valid for clients and servers.

Of course, user-based access control supplements but does not replace the old IP-centric
rules. Any sound migration strategy should include a review of existing access control lists
(ACLs) on enterprise routers. It may make sense to rewrite and tighten ACLs so that inbound
traffic for key applications comes from, and only from, the cloud provider. Similarly, new rules
may be necessary to enable users to reach newly migrated applications in the cloud. 

AUTHENTICATION REQUIREMENTS 
Cloud computing stretches authentication requirements, both figuratively and literally. Any-
where, anytime client connectivity may require new, stronger forms of authentication. At the
same time, the move to place services in the cloud extends the trust domain enterprises need
to protect. For both clients and services, strong control over password and key management 
is a must, as is better break-in detection.

With cloud computing, clients no longer cross a single, well-defined security perimeter
before being granted access to enterprise resources. Clients also may connect to these
resources from shared public networks such as Wi-Fi hotspots, increasing the risk of pass-
word interception. A move to two-factor authentication, for example tokens plus some 
biometric mechanism, makes sense to ensure clients are properly authenticated. Some well-
known public cloud services such as Google Apps also support passwords plus tokens for
authentication.

Password synchronization is also important. Maintaining separate sets of user accounts
and passwords, one apiece for resources in the cloud and in the enterprise, is not a sound
practice. Besides the added administrative overhead, two sets of accounts also inconveniences
users and doubles the likelihood they will write down one or both passwords and save
them in public view. A single sign-on system covering both enterprise and cloud-based
user accounts can help here.

Access control in the
cloud should follow the
NAC model of applying
rules dynamically, in
real time, as endpoints
appear on the network. 

http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/magazineFeature/0,296894,sid14_gci1526415_mem1,00.html
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There’s also an imperative to protect authentication mechanisms in the cloud, including
both passwords and API keys. Many cloud services make use of representation state transfer
(REST)Web services, which in turn use API secret keys for authentication.This raises a couple
of potential risks. First, REST security can poorly implemented. For example, a security
researcher has demonstrated how a major hosting provider transmits the secret key in 
plaintext as part of an authentication request. Although the request must be made over SSL,
any compromise of either side of the SSL tunnel would also result in loss of the secret key. 

Second, even in a well-designed system the API key represents an extremely valuable
resource, with serious consequences if it’s lost. For example, enterprises on Google Mail 
identify themselves to Google’s servers using an API key associated with the entire enterprise,
not individual users. If this secret key were stolen, an attacker could impersonate any email
account or share any Google document associated with the enterprise. Sound practices to
protect the API key include encryption and a software audit to review API usage.

A review of IDS/IPS and DLP configurations also is in order. If signatures to detect cleartext
transmission of passwords aren’t already in place—for example, in IMAP and POP email—they
should be added. 

COMPLIANCE COMPLICATIONS 
At least initially, cloud computing complicates the
security auditor’s job, since the systems and processes
to be audited will be much more widely distributed.
And there are certain to be regulatory considerations
when it comes to moving sensitive data to and from
the cloud.

Logging and monitoring is critical in the cloud,
but also more complicated, with large cloud providers’
networks spanning multiple continents. While this has the advantage of moving content closer
to users, it complicates timestamp synchronization between server logs. Without rigorous time
synchronization among servers, troubleshooting becomes very difficult.  Setting all system
clocks in a single time zone, such as coordinated universal time (UTC), 
also is essential for taking the guesswork out of distributed log analysis.

A move to the cloud may increase the number of servers involved, especially where virtual-
ization’s cloning features are used, and this in turn increases the volume of logs to be analyzed.
Network managers may want to consider implementing a unified log analysis system to collect
and synthesize data from all the new sources.

Various regulatory regimes require data sanitizing as data moves to and from the cloud.
This is similar to the encryption issues previously discussed, where cleartext transmission
might be acceptable within a secure data center, but is never permitted across a public network.
The Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) specifications for credit card
handling offer a well-known example of data sanitizing. Among other things, these specifica-
tions require credit card data to be encrypted, obfuscated, or deleted before storage. 

At least initially, cloud
computing complicates
the security auditor’s
job, since the systems
and processes to be
audited will be much
more widely distributed.

http://searchfinancialsecurity.techtarget.com/sDefinition/0,,sid185_gci1271112,00.html
http://searchexchange.techtarget.com/definition/POP3
http://searchexchange.techtarget.com/definition/IMAP
http://shalomcarmel.blogspot.com/2010/10/cloud-security-architecture-matters.html
http://shalomcarmel.blogspot.com/2010/10/cloud-security-architecture-matters.html
http://searchsoa.techtarget.com/definition/REST
http://searchsoa.techtarget.com/definition/REST
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Cloud providers must be PCI-compliant to handle such data, and also must have auditing
measures in place to maintain that compliance. To mitigate risk, enterprises also should require
insurance coverage on the cloud provider’s part in the event of a data breach in the cloud, and
build such coverage into any service contract. 

In some cases, enterprises may have more rigorous compliance requirements than a cloud
provider can  meet. This isn’t necessarily a dealbreaker for a given cloud provider, but it may
require the enterprise to implement its own compliance framework within the cloud.

Cloud computing’s benefits are real: a lower IT profile, faster provisioning, and global
availability of new services. At the same time, network managers need to think carefully
before making the transition. Every challenge discussed here can be resolved, but each will
require careful planning before and during the move to the cloud.w

David Newman is president of Network Test, an independent test lab and engineering services consultancy based in
Westlake Village, CA. He is the author of IETF RFCs on firewall performance measurement and many articles on 
network device performance and security. Send comments on this article to feedback@infosecuritymag.com.

mailto:feedback@infosecuritymag.com
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V I RTUALIZATION SECUR ITY 

S VIRTUALIZATION TECHNOLOGY becomes common within the
modern IT environment, the need for sound security and

risk management for these systems increases. Although the

technology and architecture can be complex, there are a number

of best practices and straightforward techniques security teams

can take to keep track of virtualization components and virtual

machines, secure them properly, and maintain a strong, compliant

security posture over time. 

VMs introduce a new security dynamic, 
one that emphasizes asset discovery, 
change management, and tweaks to 

existing security technology.

Virtual
Certainty

BY DAVE SHACKLEFORD

a
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VIRTUAL MACHINE DISCOVERY AND INVENTORY
A first critical step in properly securing a virtual infrastructure is ascertaining where virtual
machines are located and how an accurate inventory can be maintained. In many organziations,
system inventories are out of date; in fact, many are kept in spreadsheets with manual input
from systems and network administration teams. 

Due to the dynamic nature of virtual environ-
ments, a common scenario dubbed virtual sprawl 
can easily occur, where virtual machines are created
and used for a period of time, but never noted in 
a formal systems inventory. Many of these virtual
machines may be used for testing or short-term 
purposes, and remain active long after they’ve 
served their initial purpose. Unfortunately, with
little lifecycle maintenance, these systems can easily
be missed during patching cycles, and may expose
your organization unnecessarily. 

There are many ways to maintain an accurate 
virtual machine inventory via discovery and systems
management tools. For many virtualization deploy-
ments, inventory can be maintained by using built-
in tools within virtualization platforms, such as 
the inventory category within VMware vSphere’s
vCenter management console, or Microsoft’s virtu-
alization management tools such as Systems Center
Virtual Machine Manager. Other tools can be leveraged, as well, such as VMware Lifecycle
Manager, which offers more robust system lifecycle management and provisioning, or end-
point security and configuration tools that rely on installed agents within virual machines,
such as Symantec Altiris and similar products. Finally, assessing the known inventory on 
a hypervisor platform such as VMware ESX or ESXi can be accomplished with various
scripting tools.

In addition to these tools, several other discovery options should be considered. First,
because most virtualization deployments rely heavily on centralized storage, any available
storage management tools can be leveraged for VM file inventory maintenance. As most, if
not all, virtual machine disk and configuration files will be stored on a storage area network
(SAN) or network attached storage (NAS), any inventory tools from storage vendors should
be used to the fullest extent possible. Examples of these include EMC Ionix ControlCenter
and NetApp OnCommand products. Second, verifying running virtual machines from a 
network perspective can be done using well-known network scanners such as Nmap and 
others–all virtualization vendors have a defined set of organizationally unique identifiers
(OUIs) in place for the first three hexadecimal values of a virtual system’s MAC address. By
scanning local subnets, capturing MAC addresses and comparing them to these OUIs, security
teams can correlate this data with other inventory information. 

Due to the dynamic
nature of virtual
environments, a
common scenario,
dubbed virtual
sprawl, can easily
occur where 

virtual machines are created
and used for a period of
time, but never noted in a
formal systems inventory.
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VIRTUALIZATION CHANGE AND CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT 
The second major area to consider in properly securing a virtual environment is operations
management, namely change and configuration management. At the 2008 Burton Catalyst
conference, Alessandro Perilli, founder of virtualization.info, stated that the “weakest part 
of the security defense we have in our infrastructure is related to the way we manage our
operational framework.”

Unfortunately, little has changed since 2008. Integrating virtualization platforms, manage-
ment infrastructure, network components, and virtual machines into existing change and
configuration management policies and procedures is critical to ensure long-term stability
and security of the entire infrastructure, particularly as the use of virtualization increases. 

Configuration management is primarily focused on two elements: security hardening and
patching. From a security hardening perspective, numerous sources of guidance exist to help
systems and security administrators adequately lock down their virtualization components. 

For hypervisor platforms (for example, VMware
ESX, Microsoft Hyper-V, and Citrix XenServer), most
major vendors have guidance freely available. The 
latest version of VMware’s vSphere Hardening Guide
includes guidance on configuring virtual machine
configuration files, hypervisor hosts, virtual networks,
and management components, with flexible options
for different levels of security criticality. 

Microsoft’s Hyper-V Security Guide outlines several
important configuration practices that should be 
considered for any Hyper-V implementation, such 
as running Hyper-V on 2008 Server Core, and selecting
specific server roles, implementing Authorization
Manager for more granular roles and privileges, and
hardening Windows virtual machines. In addition, the Center for Internet Security (CIS) and
the Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) have free configuration guides available for
download at their respective sites. These guides should be viewed as a starting point for proper
security hardening, since most organizations will have numerous modifications and concessions
required for their own operating environments.

Patching virtualization infrastructure is the second critical configuration task that should 
be performed regularly. The first option for many security and operations teams will be to
investigate their existing patch management product(s) to see whether they support virtualization
products and platforms. In most cases, the hypervisor hosts will need to be patched with
specialized tools, such as VMware Update Manager. The virtual machines can almost always 
be patched with existing tools, although specific scheduling and testing regimens may be called
for. There are two primary differences to consider when patching virtual machine operating
systems. First, patching will need to be carefully scheduled so as not to overload the shared
pool of physical resources on a single platform, such as RAM, CPU, etc. The second consideration
relates to offline, or “dormant” VMs—these will need to powered on in order to patch in most

Patching virtualiza-
tion infrastructure
is the second 
critical configura-
tion task that
should be per-
formed regularly.
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cases. Be sure that your patch management tools have been tested to work with whatever type of
virtual machines you’re running (Xen, VMware, etc.). 

Change management is another key element of secure and resilient operations for virtualiza-
tion. Virtual machines can be created and made available within minutes, versus traditional
servers and applications that need to be installed on
hardware and installed in a data center. For this reason,
it’s imperative that new change management ticket 
categories are created for producing, modifying, and
deleting virtual infrastructure or virtual machine com-
ponents, and virtualization teams should be included
in all change management review meetings and discus-
sions. Provisioning, patching, updating and decom-
missioning virtual machines should be done exactly
the same way as their physical counterparts from a
process and policy standpoint, and this needs to be
reinforced from the highest levels of IT management. 

SECURITY ARCHITECTURE 
FOR VIRTUAL NETWORKS
There are many architecture options security and net-
work teams will need to consider for virtual network
environments. First, virtual switches are different in
many ways from physical switches. Many more switch
ports can be provisioned on a single virtual switch
than a physical one. Also, default virtual switches from virtualization vendors cannot be cascaded,
or connected to each other, inside the virtual environment. For this reason, planning the
number and types of virtual switches that need to be connected to physical NICs is critical,
because the number of physical NICs in a system is limited. 

This also means that virtual switches are isolated from each other by default, and most also
support the use of virtual LANs (VLANs) for additional Layer 2 segmentation between specific
groups of ports on the virtual switch. Some virtual switches also have built-in security policy
settings that can be configured. For example, VMware’s default virtual switch can be placed 
into promiscuous mode for monitoring, and can also have rudimentary MAC address filtering
enabled to prevent MAC spoofing attacks. 

However, the default virtual switches from platform providers leave much to be desired.
True SPAN or mirror ports cannot be created for dedicated traffic mirroring, extensive port-
level security is not available (locking down one port to one MAC address, for example), and
management capabilities are very limited. Cisco has created a virtual switch, the Nexus 1000v,
which can be imported into virtual environments and offers the same features and function-
ality as a traditional physical Cisco switch, complete with command-line IOS management.
For Citrix, KVM, and VirtualBox environments, the Open vSwitch virtual switch is an open-

Provisioning, patch-
ing, updating and
decommissioning
virtual machines
should be done
exactly the same
way as their physi-

cal counterparts from a
process and policy stand-
point, and this needs to be
reinforced from the highest
levels of IT management.
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source alternative that provides similar functionality to Cisco’s offering. 
Regardless of the virtual switches used, security teams will want to ensure that redundancy

and security are built into the virtual network design. Several different traffic segments are 
typically associated with virtualization platforms. The first is simply the virtual machine pro-
duction traffic, consisting of virtualized operating systems and applications. This traffic should
be on separate virtual switches, with at least two physical NICs for redundancy. The next traffic
type is storage traffic and specialized virtualization traffic, often including virtual machine
migration that may occur in cleartext. Since this is very sensitive data, this segment should be
on distinct virtual switches when possible, with multiple dedicated physical NICs for redundancy,
as well. Finally, a third segment should be in place for management traffic, usually consisting of
protocols like SSH and SSL-based management console interaction. Like the other two segments,
separate virtual switches and redundant physical NICs should be used.

A core tenet of virtualization is the ability to have multiple virtual machines and networks
on a single physical platform. By default, virtual machine traffic on different virtual switches
is separate, unless both virtual switches connect to the same physical network outside the
hypervisor platform. However, all traffic is handled by the hypervisor, and a potential 
compromise to the hypervisor could allow traffic to be exposed at a single point. For this
reason, it is recommended that data of different 
sensitivity or classification levels be kept on separate
physical hypervisor platforms as an added measure 
of segregation. 

HYPERVISOR SECURITY 
AND MANAGEMENT
One of the most commonly overlooked elements of
virtualization security is proper management and
administration of hypervisor platforms and related
components. In many cases, a single systems adminis-
tration team is charged with designing and managing
all aspects of the virtualization infrastructure, but this
violates the security best practices of separation of
duties and least privilege. 

To properly maintain these principles, specific roles and groups should be created within 
the virtualization management console or similar third-party application that allows network
teams to manage virtual networks, specific administration teams or development teams to
manage particular virtual machines, and a core virtualization team (or other administration
team) to manage the general virtualization platform configuration. Additional roles may be
needed for auditors and security teams, depending on the scenario. Only the specific privileges
needed for these roles should be assigned—in other words, networking teams have no need 
to manage virtual disk images, auditors should be granted “read only” access, etc. 

Management platforms should also be secured properly. These systems should be considered

One of the most
commonly over-
looked elements 
of virtualization
security is proper
management and
administration of

hypervisor platforms and
related components.
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high value, as they grant full access to the configuration of hypervisor platforms, virtual
machines, virtual networks and storage components in use. Many management applications 
are installed on Microsoft Windows operating systems, and keeping these systems patched and
locked down appropriately is critical to the overall security of the entire virtual environment.
Regardless of OS, make sure to keep the management systems on a separate, carefully restricted
network segment that is only accessible to approved
administration teams, and institute sound log manage-
ment practices for all access to the systems, failed
logins, error messages, and other events dictated 
by security policies and compliance requirements. 

TWEAKING SECURITY 
TECHNOLOGIES FOR VMs
There are many additional security technologies and
processes that are likely affected by virtualization.
For example, antimalware agents running on virtual
machines must be configured to exclude certain 
virtual disk or configuration files (to prevent corrup-
tion), and file system scans must be scheduled very
carefully, to avoid multiple virtual machines using
shared hardware resources simultaneously, potentially
leading to a local denial-of-service or other undesir-
able consequences. 

Intrusion detection systems and firewalls may not have granular visibility into the virtual
environment to enforce access controls or detect anomalous or malicious traffic. For this reason,
many security product vendors have created virtual appliances for these devices, allowing
internal virtual switch traffic to be monitored and controlled much like that in traditional
physical networks. 

McAfee, Symantec, Sourcefire, HP TippingPoint, and many other vendors have virtual offer-
ings for intrusion detection and prevention systems. A number of companies offer products
specific to virtual network access control and traffic analysis, such as Altor Networks (now
Juniper), Reflex Systems, and HyTrust. 

Virtual appliances for mail and network antimalware gateways are available, and VMware
has a number of security products available in their vShield line, including traditional and
application-centric access control systems, as well as antimalware capabilities. Open-source
offerings such as the Snort and Shadow IDS engines, as well as the host-based OSSEC IDS can
be downloaded as virtual appliances or installed into virtual machines, too. In general, most
security professionals feel that virtualized security tools should be used to augment existing
security technology instead of replacing it, but these new tools will most certainly be more
readily adopted over time.

Many management
applications are
installed on
Microsoft Windows
operating systems,
and keeping these
systems patched

and locked down appropri-
ately is critical to the over-
all security of the entire 
virtual environment.
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Although many IT teams may make the argument that virtualization simplifies the infra-
structure, the opposite may be true for security professionals. The use of virtualization tech-
nology adds additional layers of complexity and interaction between applications, operating
systems, hypervisor engines, and network components. New management systems, storage
requirements and data protection scenarios, such as automated migration of virtual machines
from one system to another, make security and controls maintenance challenging as virtual-
ization continues to grow. Many best practices are still applicable, however, and by diligently
applying security to design, discovery, and configuration processes, it’s possible to create a
secure virtual infrastructure today.w

Dave Shackleford is a founder and principal consultant with Voodoo Security and also a certified SANS instructor.
Send comments on this article to feedback@infosecuritymag.com.
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